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It’s Official. Our members voted for the new
logo at a rate of two to one.
So This replaces…..

This
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UPCOMING EVENTS
COMING UP NEXT MONTH
Sept. 3 -- Tour to Dansville Balloon Festival
Sept. 6 – Monthly Membership Meeting
Sept. 9/10/11 – Porsche Corral @ US Vintage Grand Prix
Sept. 10 – Autocross @ Letchworth State Park
Sept. 14 – Tech Inspection @ Eksten’s
Sept. 17 – Autocross @ Cherry Valley
JOIN US AT HOLLAND NASCAR MOTORSPORTS COMPLEX
Join us for a fun-filled day at Holland NASCAR MotorSports Complex on Saturday, August 27,
2011. Watch NASCAR sanctioned racing action from our reserved air-conditioned corporate suite, enjoy food & drink, PLUS get 5 laps on the track in your own car! Preferred Porsche parking by the main
entrance. All this for only $25 per person! We only have a few tickets left, contact us today to attend. Details HERE.
TOUR TO DANSVILLE BALLOON FESTIVAL
Saturday, September 3, 2011. Meet at Lowes, 2350 Marketplace Dr, Rochester, NY, next to route 390
at 11:30am. This event is weather dependent. Hot air balloons do not launch in bad weather so if it is
raining or windy or lightning we won’t be going. Watch for a same day e-mail saying if we are a GO or
NO GO. Map to Lowes in Henrietta
We will leave at noon for a fun, scenic ride to Dansville. Expect to arrive at the airport ~1:30pm. Our
cars will be on display from 1:30 on the runway tarmac until about 4:30. We will move our cars at 4:30
to an alternate location to make room for the crowds expected as part of the balloon launch. We leave
the airport after the balloon launch.
Balloon launch will be ~6:00pm weather dependent (see above). Tom is arranging for the Porsche club
to help with the launch of a hot air balloon. Tom and Babs will be setting up a tarp for a shady place to
relax and we expect to have some beverages available. Participants are encouraged to bring their own
cold drinks (it can be VERY hot on the run way), shade, sun screen, chairs, cameras, munchies (food is
available on site too), proper clothes (be prepared for hot or cold or rain), portable car doll up material
as there is no car wash on site.
Anyone on the fence about attending this event should check out previous year’s Dansville Balloon
Festival pictures on the club web page.
Contact: Tom and Babs Lyons for more information.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
COMING UP NEXT MONTH Continued
PORSCHE CORRAL AT THE U.S. VINTAGE GRAND PRIX AT WGI
The Niagara Region is hosting a PORSCHE CORRAL during the U.S. Grand Prix at Watkins Glen Vintage Races Sept. 9-11, 2011
$75 PER PERSON INCLUDES:
Weekend General Admission with access to all grandstands, paddock, and garage
Track-side Hospitality Tent access Sat/Sun
Preferred Porsche Corral parking adjacent to Hospitality Tent
Snacks & drinks all day Sat/Sun
Catered lunch Sat/Sun
Paced laps on the track in your own car
Children 12 and under FREE with paid adult
All PCA members, family, and friends are welcome to attend
REGISTRATION
Mail check, payable to ―Niagara PCA‖, to: T. Kubiak, PO Box 660, Victor, NY 14564-0660
IMPORTANT – Include your name, full mailing address, email, and phone number. Tickets will be
mailed to you a couple weeks prior to the event.
Please welcome and support our sponsor for the Porsche Corral — Bernstein Global Wealth Management! Bernstein was founded in 1967 to manage investments for individuals and families and is dedicated solely to investment research and management. We welcome and appreciate their support of this
fantastic race weekend at Watkins Glen.

Visit us at www.NiagaraPCA.org

Don’t Miss Any NRPCA Social Events
Sign up for Sue Juby’s
E-mail notifications by sending
Sue an e-mail to: sreesen@rochester.rr.com
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President’s Message
August has been a busy month for the Niagara Region, both socially and administratively. Our
monthly meeting, while still at Terry Hills Golf Course in Batavia, was moved from the pavilion to
the club house patio. It was a nice change of scenery with our Porsches parked adjacent to the
course itself. The Ellicottville weekend and Akron Family Picnic provided opportunities for socializing with fellow club members and exercising our cars. Niagara goes NASCAR, our first ever club
event at the Holland Motorsport Complex, hasn’t occurred as of this writing but registration is
strong and we anticipate a fun time. If you haven’t yet participated in any club events this year,
what are you waiting for?! There are plenty of events to choose from on our calendar so come on
out and get involved!
Balloting for our club logo ended August 20 and the results are in. Of the 82 members who cast a vote 29 (36%) chose
the current logo, and 53 (64%) chose the new proposed logo. Thank you to those who participated in choosing our very
important brand identity. I anticipate offering apparel in a new club store which will highlight our new club logo, and give you
the opportunity to wear your regional affiliation with pride. Watch our website for club store updates.
Last month I mentioned a surprise for the annual Fall Dinner. We are excited to announce that David Murry will be a
guest speaker at this event scheduled for Saturday, November 19! David’s impressive racing history spans 30 incredible
years and includes stints as a Porsche factory driver, ALMS, Formula Fords, Daytona Prototypes, among others. You won’t
want to miss this opportunity!
In 2012 we celebrate the amazing history of Porsches and people of the Niagara Region PCA. Come celebrate our 50th
anniversary at what promises to be our region’s largest Porsche Party ever! Our 50th Anniversary Party will take place on
Saturday, June 16, 2012 at Glenora Wine Cellars on scenic Seneca Lake. Much more on this exciting event as it becomes
available.
Hey, did you hear?! Niagara Region took 1st Place in class in the National PCA Website Competition, and won a runner
up award for 2010 PCA Region of the Year! These awards were presented to our region at the 2011 Porsche Parade in
Savannah, GA earlier this month. THANK YOU to our incredible volunteers and terrific club members who earned these
awards for our region. It truly is a pleasure to serve such a great group of people – thank you!
Take care,
Jim

EDITOR’S NOTE:
Want to advertise your business in Flatout? Well now you can. Contact
Sue Juby at sreesen1@yahoo.com for details and cost options.
Don’t forget to send me your stories and pictures. There is no Flatout
without them.
Tom Lyons
Editor Flatout
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NRPCA Members Report
August Members Report
Member Stats
Primary Members 356
Affiliate Members 264
Life Members 1
Transfers in 1
Transfers out 1
Renewals 30
Non renewals 9
Total Members 621

Welcome To Our New August Members –

DiProspero, Joseph
Pauly, Gregory N.
Pharr, John S.
Ponterio, Michael A.
Skogman, Howard
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Member Bios Request
I have no more member BIOS articles to publish. Is this to
be the end of the line for the series? If you want to see
Member BIOS continue, please use the outline below and
send me your BIOS along with a picture or two.
Thanx..
NRPCA Member Bio Template
Name:
Wife’s/Husband’s name:
Years NRPCA Member:
Other Family Members:
What got you interested in Porsche?
When did you get your first Porsche?
What Porsche(s) do you have now?
What do you like to do in your Porsche?
What is your favorite story/event/incident involving you and your Porsche?
What is the worst thing that has happened to you and your Porsche?
What would you most like to do with your Porsche?
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Roadtrip to Savanah
ROAD TRIP TO SAVANNAH
Alice Radloff & Dan Deegan
Wednesday 7/27/11, 3:00 AM, on the road…. We’ll do the whole trip in one day, with three stops: food, gas,
and one stop at the largest Harbor Freight store right off 95. Dan is in heaven! Last stop for gas…. must have ¼
tank or less for entry in to the Convention Center where concours prep. will take place. 15 Hours later ran into
rain storm, temperatures went from 110 deg. to 79 deg. in 20 min. After the storm (30 min. later) the temp went
back up to 90 deg. and very humid….no sign that it had rained!! Love the south….don’t see snow disappear
that fast!
6:15 pm, arrived at hotel on Hutchinson isle. Look for under cover parking for 968 and check-in. Room overlooks river front and the bridge from the tenth floor. We quickly headed across the river (Free ferry ride takes
about 7 minutes) to our favorite spot ―Bernies Oyster Bar‖ and indulged in some delicious oysters, shrimp and
of course beer and wine. Early night as we were very tired!!
Got up early next morning and take ferry boat across to River St. and downtown Savannah. Found a great
breakfast place were all the locals go, great food, great prices and found U P S store.(The 968 doesn’t hold a
lot, so need to ship excess!) Spent 6 hr. exploring downtown Savannah, Alice found some real neat (and expensive) shops ( I’ve got to keep her focused!) Enough fun, now back to the island and start working on car! I
removed my shirt and started washing the outside and bottom of the 968. The sun felt great! Forgot that we
were south of the Mason Dixon line and now have a mean sun burned back.
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Roadtrip to Savanah
Friday: Went over to convention center with car at 8:30am. Helped prepare space for cars to prep. Need
space for 200 cars. Sure is nice to have AC to keep us cool for the next three days. Put car on stands, remove
wheels and tires and start cleaning top and bottom of the 968. That’s me reading and Alice working!

Sunday: Time to register for parade, we stand in various line to get my badge and sign up for concours, rally
and worker assignments, and seating for dinners etc. 2HR. later, we were done and back to cleaning. (Alice
starting to get cranky). Sunday night is the welcome party and one of the biggest dinners 1,300 people. The
dinner featured great German food and lots of time to meet old friends.
Monday: Concours Day!! Rained Sunday night for 3 HR, very. hard with thunder and lightning. temps drop
down to 80 deg. at 5:00 AM. Left the convention center at 6:30 AM for concours site at Forsyth Park, just outside of downtown on 20 acres. The park is beautiful with a great fountain and giant trees with Spanish moss
hanging down. Great place to have a concours! The drive is 10 miles but when you go from Air conditioning to
80 deg.and 90% humidity, the car sweats! I couldn’t see and had to run the defrosters to keep the windows
clear. And if that wasn’t enough, my low fuel light came on.
After arriving at the concours sigh,t the car was put in its place and the cleaning starts all over again, as I just
drove the car 10 miles to the park. Alice arrives on one of the shuttle buses at 7:00 am. I have to go to the judges meeting and Alice takes over from here, keeping the car clean and keeping the wet grass off. Judging starts
at 10.00 am and from that point on, there is only light dusting to do on the car. That will be Alice’s job for the
next 4 to 5 Hr. but lucky for her, our car was the first car to be judged in that group. I had 10 cars to judge and
then 3 more in the Division. I left at 3:00pm.and Alice took the shuttle back at noon. A big day. Alice checked
scores as soon as they were posted and knew we had won. By the way, she received a perfect score for the
interior.
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Roadtrip to Savanah

After leaving the park, my first job of course is to fuel up as the low fuel light has been on since I left the convention center and will need it full for the Rally on Tuesday. That night’s party was at ―THE PINK HOUSE‖, a
mansion that was converted into a restaurant. The house is off of one of the many square parks that Savannah
has. This dinner is by invitation only and is put on by Porsche Cars North America (thank you Jim). Thank
heavens buses picked us up, as there was no room to park.

Tuesday: Rally time out 7:33am must be there 20 min. before start time to get instructions.
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Roadtrip to Savanah

Rally was easy driving, no trick questions, just a lot of speed changes on some nice roads through old South
Carolina towns. After completing the rally we turn in our sheets to have them scored. We actually finished 16 th
out of around 90. Surprised we’re
still talking. Returned to convention center for an ice cream social, boy did I get a lot of
ice cream. Alice decided that ice cream is not for her and went shopping.
Tuesday night: Got dressed up for concours banquet, where we picked up the trophies for the
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Roadtrip to Savanah

―Runners up Region of the Year‖ trophy for the Niagara Region . Presented by PCNA and Zone 1 Rep on right.
Felt very proud to be member of Niagara region.

And: picked up our trophy for 1st in class in the concours.
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Roadtrip to Savanah
Wednesday: Up at 6:00 am, walk over to the Auto Cross sight which is just 1 mile from the hotel. There is a
race track that is around a golf course. We use the paddock area for the sight of the auto cross sight. My job is
to tech. any car that did not make it to the tech. trailer I have to be here both days until 3:00 pm. Saw some
really fast cars. The fastest with a time of 47 sec. was a 914-6 race car. The street class would be around
63sec. to 73sec. but was able to see a Cayenne, Panamera and a Carreara GT slide around the course. Free
night.
Thursday Night: Zone 1 party over on the river walk at ―One Eyed Lizzy’s‖, nice bar food. We were able to
meet all of the people from various regions that we have met from the Zone 1 concours over the years. After
the party, we went to‖ Bernies‖ our favorite spot on the river walk. We’ve spent so much time at Bernies that we
know the bartender very well by now and he calls us by name. Great oysters, shrimp, fish chowder and the best
wings! Also went to a roof top bar down the street where you could see the river front and downtown Savannah- great views at night. The river is the most active shipping lane in the south and the ships are monstrous.
Friday: Tech Day. Pete Tramper put together a school with PCNA and PCA tech people. Classes run 1 hr
long from Carb. Adjustment to OBDII and Car care to fix your 944. The more classes you attend the higher your
degree…. Associates to Dr.
Alice wanted no part of this and went touring, shopping and finished with a late lunch at Paula Deens.

Friday night was a free night, so back we went to Bernies!!! Love that place!! Rain clouds were gathering and
storm warnings forced us back to the island a little early, but the hotel has music and fireworks on the first Friday of the month, so all was not lost.
Saturday: Pack up car and take boxes over to UPS store to ship back. Think we bought too much. Lunch on
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Roadtrip to Savanah
Saturday is put on for the workers. Alice and I had worked the two shifts required to go and enjoyed this party
as we always do. Dinner is the farewell party, another dress up night where they gave away the restored car.
But more important is the trip to Germany that PCNA gives out each year. It includes a week in Germany with
your choice of Porsche to drive! That is the big prize. They make the sales pitch for next years parade in Salt
Lake City Ut.(2012). The next parade in 2013 may be in Traverse City Mi. but have not solidified plans as yet.
The back-up location is in Southern Indiana.
Sunday: Leave for home….leave at 6:00am, two pit stops and home by 8:00 pm. Great to be home. Great trip!
Great parade!
Congratulations to all for Niagara Region’s two trophies…… runner up for region of year and Jim for the Web
sight.
Dan and Alice
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Gimmick Rally
Gimmick Rally & Picnic
By Sue Juby

It was February; we were all at the Annual Planning Meeting at Terry Hills reviewing upcoming events when
Tom Lyons mentions that he and Babs would not be able to run the Gimmick Rally this year. My husband,
Chad, made some comment when another attendee chimed in, ―Are you volunteering?‖ I almost considered
divorce when my husband responded with, ―Sure!‖ Did he realize what was involved in organizing the Gimmick
Rally??? To which he says, ―Yes. I’ll have my wife do it!‖

For those of you who aren’t familiar, the Gimmick Rally involves providing a route sheet with clues on it to a
driver and navigator. The driver and navigator head out on their own and use the route and clue sheet to try
and find the items described and mark their answers on the sheet. Points are given for correct answers and
tallied up to determine the winners. That said, as the organizer, you have to come up with a route from Terry
Hills in Batavia to Tony Frandina’s in Derby NY, and locate about 25 items along the way to be the answers for
clues you devise.

It’s tricky business to find items that will A) Still be there at rally time, B) Have a decent clue, C) Not have been
used before (we generally end up using portions of the same route year after year) and D) Are the right level of
difficulty.

Over the last few years we found that clues were just a bit too easy because we ended up with many ties. So
this year Chad and I decided to get a little trickier. I figured folks would give up if they did not spot the items
right away thus avoiding the ties we had in past years. Tom Lyons kept excellent records, so we had a lot to
get us started and that was a good thing.
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Gimmick Rally
In late May we set out, top down and dog in the back,
along the 2009 route to create the clues and make
some minor changes in the path. It is pretty interesting
trying to drive via the route instructions while looking for
potential items, thinking of good clues, verifying they
aren’t repeats from previous years, recording everything
and avoiding traffic. We spent about six hours doing
this that day. I was delighted to have the main work
completed and went home to compile it all on to the
new 2011 Gimmick Rally sheet.

Two months later, and 2 weeks before the rally, we set
out to validate the route. Who knew the entire town of
Attica (and a good section of clues) would be under construction? Several hours and updates later, the route
was set and we were ready.

Gimmick Rally day arrived with bright sunshine and perfect temperature. The teams began arriving at the Terry
Hills parking lot around 10:00 am. The first group was given their routes with some instruction and off they
went. A few more trickled in throughout the next hour and by 11:10 am; we wrapped up and headed off ourselves so that we could arrive at the picnic to tally the scores at a reasonable time.

We expected to run in to the later arrivals, Don Stephens & Wendy Roszczyk and Norm & Barb Oliver, which
we did. We stopped to pick on Don as he sat by one of the clue locations, ―Who is visiting The Sawyers?‖ This
came back to bite us later when Don and Wendy answered, ―Sue and Chad‖. A few minutes later we took particular pleasure from passing Norm and Barb in their Carrera GT. How often do you get a chance to pass a
Carrera GT? What we didn’t expect was within 15 minutes of our departure, we ran in to one of the first teams,
Mike & Peggy Zotter, facing the wrong way on the stretch of road containing the dreaded ―mural‖ clue.

―Oh no! What have I done?‖ I asked my husband.
Sure enough, the mural on the garage - the answer to
the clue, was missing because the garage door was up!
We knew this was a possibility, but thought the door
would be down since it had been the few times we went
by before. I had warned the teams that some answers
might no longer be there for various reasons. We suggested they just move on if they couldn’t find them, but
noooooooo, not Mike and Peggy!

I was considering giving Mike and Peggy extra points for
determination, but a little later, we ran in to another
team dutifully checking and rechecking to find the answer to another clue! They were clearly all crazy! Mile after mile we discovered stray Porsche after stray Porsche going this way and that. We passed Jan Nagel & Jen Warren’s Cayman several times…I’m not sure how
that’s possible. The local folks must have thought Porsche owners couldn’t drive and were completely nuts.
This was the most determined group of Gimmick Rally contestants I had ever seen. They would not give up!

At the midpoint of the route, there is a potty break at a local park. Chad and I pulled in and spotted two of the
teams. While one of the navigators, Heather Griffith, was using the ladies room, we stopped to chat with her
driver, Joe Prinzbach. He was pretty excited because he believed they had mastered the mural clue and that
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Gimmick Rally
they were well on their way to winning. As he was speaking, Heather comes running up yelling, ―Go! Go! Go!
We don’t have time to talk!‖ They were off in a cloud of dust.

Meanwhile the Deans, Rob and Michele, were not so sure how they were doing. Michele was lamenting about
the difficulty finding the answers at Rob’s speed of travel. I know many of you are familiar with The Speed of
Rob. I can’t imagine trying to spot any clues as his navigator.

Our original thought that we would be late to the picnic and well behind the teams was not to be the case. Instead, we passed all of them and arrived at the picnic a good half-hour before the first team. I’ll bet many of
them traveled twice the length of the route by the time they were done.

At Tony’s beautiful lake house, things were
already in swing. Several picnic goers that
had declined to compete in the rally had
already arrived. Tony’s place looked great.
The garage was covered in Porsche red and
yellow and you can’t beat the lake view in
Tony’s back yard. It was an especially clear
day and you could even see Canada from
there, seriously!

As lunchtime approached, more picnic goers
and teams began to arrive. Sure enough
―Go! Go! Go!‖ Heather and Joe were first.
The event was not timed this year, so arrival
time and order was not important, but Joe &
Heather were glad to be first.

Art Kriesen’s wife, Carolyn, arrived very excited about the rally. She said it was the most fun she had driving
around in the Porsche. Apparently, Art was driving a bit too fast for her to get all the clues, but Carolyn said the
route was beautiful and she had a lot of fun.

Soon lunch was laid out, chicken breast
and roast beef to be eaten on a roll, plus
baked beans, green salad, potato salad,
chips and other goodies. It’s a particularly
delicious free lunch! We decided to wait till
after eating to tally up the scores. Two
cars were still out there…

We could not figure out what happened to
Norm & Barb Oliver. When last seen by
one of the other teams, they were very
close to Tony’s house. As it turned out,
Norm and Barb saw a Porsche ahead of
them and decided to follow it to the picnic…. Problem was, the Porsche was from
Maryland and was not headed to the picnic
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Gimmick Rally
at all! Several miles later, they realized the mistake and headed back to Tony’s.

Where were Don Stephens & Wendy Roszczyk?

I look at my cell phone and notice a
message…oh no! It’s Don, and I
missed the call. I quickly call him back.
Wendy answers, ―We’re on the way.
We’re not the last ones, are we?‖ ―Oh
yeah, you are totally the last ones‖ I
blurt out grinning.

When Don and Wendy finally arrived
we got a fantastic story of a tiny sleigh,
a trampoline, and a turn down the
wrong Eden Valley Road that led them
to the Hamburg Burger Festival where
they to queried strangers about the
clue, Samuel Tubbs.

After laughing till we cried, we finally tallied up the scores. Sure enough, Heather Griffith & Joe Prinzbach won
by 2 points. One of which was the correct answer to the mural clue. Due to Peggy & Mike Zotter’s determination and Don Stephens & Wendy Roszczyk’s perseverance, we did end up with a tie for second. Jan Nagel &
Jen Warren pulled out third place with the correct answer to ―What is next to the fire hydrant‖ (Answer: a dog
butt).

So, next time you see any of the competitors, give them a knowing look and a hearty handshake for surviving
the 2011 NRPCA Gimmick Rally.

Winners:

First Place: Heather Griffith & Joe Prinzbach
Second Place: Tie; Mike & Peggy Zotter and Don Stephens & Wendy
Roszczyk
Third Place: Jan Nagel & Jen Warren

Competitor Rally Highlights:
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Gimmick Rally
Joe Prinzbach (First Place):
My fondest memory from the Gimmick Rally was when I had pulled-over onto the side of the road just
before the right turn onto Rt. 20A and Rob Dean pulled up next to me. We both watched a Cayman
complete a u-turn in the intersection in front of us, and then Rob asked about the ―Attic‖ clue. As I
starred over his shoulder at the Charney’s Attic sign, I responded, ―I can’t help you, my co-pilot would
KILL me!‖
Meanwhile, my co-pilot, self proclaimed non-competitive (yeah-right) missed this whole exchange,
since she was inside the corner business, the Wyoming County Harley Davidson dealer asking the
gathered assortment of tattooed, leather clad bikers where there might be a house with fancy garage
door mural. That had to be interesting to witness, but Heather did learn that it was Mel Palmitier’s
house, a light blue ranch, down the road past the Attica Rod and Gun Club... perhaps the clue that
secured our victory.

Breakfast Run Observations
By
Joe Prinzbach
Observations by Joe after the Sodus breakfast run:
Sodus Run
The Sodus Point Breakfast Run proved to be a lovely day with a good turnout of 18 cars. This year’s breakfast
stop was moved from Papa Joe’s to the Pultneyville Grill... while we’re all saddened by the closing of Papa
Joe’s, the Pultneyville Grill was a fine establishment with good food and an adjoining art gallery. In addition,
the route was new which added some flair. The twist and turns were plenty, such that I lost my sense of direction and was no longer able to determine how far Bill had gotten us lost. One difficulty with such a large group
of Porches is that occasionally local traffic gets intertwined within the line of Porches, but it’s rare to see another Porsche slipping into the line of cars, especially a maroon 944, that looks surprisingly similar to out fearless
leader’s 944. Oh wait, Jim took a wrong turn, mislead by someone pointing to a business, and had to rejoin the
group after his excursion (who let him back in?). In the end the Sodus Point Run was a fun, interesting and
successful adventure. For those not wanting it to end... on the east side of the bay is the Chimney Bluffs State
Park, which offers an interesting hiking trail along the top of the chimney bluffs. Why they say hiking trail, they
mean it, with narrow paths through, around and over trees (it it suggested to bring additional footwear for this
hike, not driving shoes nor flip flops). The spectacular views of the unique chimney bluffs from the top of the
cliff is well worth the hike.
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Ellicottville Picnic
Ellicottville Summer Picnic
By
Tom Lyons
(With lots of help from
Bill Schicker and Sue Reesen)
August 6th at ~1:30pm Babs and I arrived for our abbreviated stay at the annual Ellicottville picnic. We arrived late and had to leave right after dinner so we missed a lot of the three day event. I will try and weave a
story out of snippets supplied by Bill and Sue. Here goes.

Friday night’s dinner was at a new location, the Silver Fox Steak House. The previous venue’s management were being ―buttheads‖ about what they could offer so NRPCA packed up and moved to a new location.
It sounds like it was a great move as the food and drink choices were yummy and the location was terrific. Bill’s
orange cream martini seemed to sooth his upset tummy (food poisoning).

Saturday morning registration got underway. Attendees were given a very nice Porsche tote bag with Porsche beer cups and their picnic t-shirts. I congratulate Bill on the shirt he designed this year. Very cool.

As people completed registration and got their bag of goodies straightened away the serious business of
concours came into play. It had rained early Saturday but that didn’t stop people from hitting the car washing
station. I did not get a count of the cars on display but it was somewhere in the 30 to 40 range. There were
lots of beautiful Porsches ranging from the 356s right up to the latest 911s and Boxsters. Everyone got a voter
card in their event bags that allowed them to vote for their favorite cars in several different categories. A big
part of the afternoon was spent wandering around the parking lot trying to determine out of all those beautiful
cars which was best in each of the categories. One very different looking car showed up that was later identified as a new Mercedes AMG belonging to Fran Cosentino. The gull wing doors got everyone’s attention.
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Ellicottville Picnic

Saturday afternoon as some folks went into town for some shopping or to participate in the ―Taste of Ellicottville‖ festival, others hung back to participate in two onsite events. One was a return event from last year,
the wine and beer tasting hosted by Bob and Karen Veltz. Babs and I really enjoy this event. Bob and Karen
picked some really great wines and beers to sample. Too bad we ran out ;-).

A new event this year was card design hosted by Elaine Friedhaber. Several participants raved about the
event and the card making techniques they learned at this new event. I hope Elaine will bring it back to a future
Ellicottville picnic. Maybe we can put these card design talents to use to design cards for our 50 th anniversary
next year.
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Ellicottville Picnic

As midafternoon rolled around and people completed their voting for the concours it was time for gifts and
awards. As Bill and Jane pulled names form a hat and gave out Porsche related bling to the lucky few (Babs
and I didn’t win L ) the crowd was really getting into the spirit. I have to say the peak of excitement was
reached when Don Stevens’ name was pulled from the hat and he did a cartwheel to the stage, hugged Bill and
giddily displayed his prize on the way back to his seat.

Now it was time to announce the winners of the People’s Choice concours.

356/912/914:

Alan Winer
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Ellicottville Picnic

924/944/928/968: Art Schuessler

911 Pre 1999:

911 1999 and up:

Bert Xander

Sanjay Gupta
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Ellicottville Picnic

Boxter/Cayman: Chris and Tony Moscato
There was one final award to give out and that was the Outstanding Volunteers award bestowed to Bill
Schicker and Jane Fairchild. A special plaque was designed to honor Bill and Jane for all the work they have
done for the Niagara region, year after year. Yes, I think I saw a tear in Bill’s eye when he got the plaque.

With the prizes all handed out it was time to eat. The BBQ that Bill and Jane arranged was delicious. Salads, a spicy bean dish that appealed to people who didn’t like beans, chicken over rice with cashews and spare
ribs. Just when you thought you would bust from all that, out came the fancy cookies. Can you say stuffed!

As we finished up dinner the entertainment began. Jay Mc Donnell’s singing and guitar filled the night with
music. Some really bad dancing followed. As the party went on and got a little more rowdy, some of partici-
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Ellicottville Picnic
pants who shall remain nameless…..who am I kidding, it was Bill Schicker and Bob Politi, got into it joining Jay
and singing their hearts out. One of Bert’s relatives joined in later belting out some Patsy Kline ballads much to
Bill’s chagrin. You can always tell a good party by how late people stay. This party broke the record for lateness with many staying up way past bedtime.

On Sunday morning it was time for the breakfast run. Bill recently sold his triple black Boxster so he became navigator in Rob Dean’s car for a spirited ride around the southern tier.

Based on the smile gauge, I would have to say this picnic was a HUUUUUUGEEE success. I look forward
to attending the next one.
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Akron Picnic
As reported by Mark Pelkey to Sue Reesen:

Sue - Thanks for the help with the picnic communications. Your emails
make a difference. The breakfast run was cancelled, per your note.
The picnic was great. We had over 30 attendees. There was some rain
and some sunshine, everyone seemed to handle it well. It was nice to
get the gang together. I shot a few pics with my phone. They look ok
as thumbnails, but pretty fuzzy when blown up. Tom can use them if he
wants to. - Mark

Weather….we don’t care about no stinkin weather!!!
Porsche folks carry on and the rain be damned.
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Advanced DE
NIAGARA REGION ADVANCED HPDE
WATKINS GLEN INTERNATIONAL
JUNE 22-23, 2011

The threat of severe thunderstorms and rain forecasted for our Advanced HPDE event at Watkins Glen
didn’t seem to dampen the spirits of 100 drivers present for our 3rd Annual Advanced DE. Our June event
has continued to garner positive acclaim as evidenced
by 25+ more cars than our previous high participant
count for this event.

The minimum criteria for this event is for soloed
intermediate students who get an opportunity to mix it
up with advanced run group students as well as instructors. Unlike our traditional DE’s in May and October, there are no assigned instructors to students, and
or classroom sessions for this event. The format for
the event is the same as when we first instituted the

event back in June 2009. Basically, we have two different groups of cars (lower vs. higher horsepower cars)
that have ―designated‖ track time on the hour and on
the half hour. In actuality, we only really do this for the
first hour of the first day where each respective group
gets an opportunity to get themselves familiarized with
their fellow participants. After that first hour, the track is
basically open to both run groups for the remainder of
the day provided each participant is mindful of who
―owns‖ the track.

This format allows for unprecedented amounts of
open track time for a driving event, and our DE Committee believes this is one major reason why this event
has grown in popularity. Participants have a great op-

portunity to practice their skills and play with one
another without the typical constraints of a standard DE schedule format. All participants basically
come and go as they please. This creates for a
very relaxed event which we also believe translates to a more fun event.

We made arrangements to have early drop off
and registration the night before, making for an
easier transition towards the first morning. We’ve
found that this arrangement makes it easier for
all participants to drop off, register and set-up
cars, trailers, etc. the night before which makes a
big difference in how our first morning proceeds.
This has become a standard feature of our DE’s.

At the first morning’s driver’s meeting, it was
great to see so many returning past participants,
but even more encouraging seeing so many new
people, who’ve come because of what they’ve
heard about our advanced format. We have a
specific (and large) group from the New Hampshire/Maine area as well as a good contingent of
participants from the Upper Canada Region
who’ve made this June event a highlight in their
track schedules. For those participants to travel
that far away from their home tracks speaks well
of our event.

As per our Committee’s planning meeting last
February, we made headway into three programs
that we’ve wanted to institute for our DE program. One was taking baby steps towards our
fledgling Instructor Development Program where
we had a handful of our Senior Instructors led by
Ken Buschner mentor aspiring Instructors. This
program has not been officially formalized by our
DE Committee, but we took important steps in
launching our IDP. We anticipate this program
will flesh out more with our upcoming October
DE. Another initiative we were able to get some
traction on was the gathering of video and still
photos of on-track activities that Jim Tulloch
wants to incorporate with his Classroom Instruction (special thanks to Sue Reesen and Chad
Juby who took hundreds of photos and video).
We believe the addition of visual tools (video and
photos) will greatly enhance classroom content.
We also have plans to incorporate these visual
aids to our DE page on our website.

Back in February, our committee also dis-
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Advanced DE
cussed the possibility of adding a ―guest driver‖ program. Basically, this was facilitating to have a Professional Driving Coach on hand for participants to hire
out. Thank you to David Irish, who had already hired
Dennis Maccchio of the Bertil Roos Racing School for
the first day. All told, Dennis worked with about another 8 participants. The in-car coaching feedback from
these participants after having had Dennis work with
them was all very favorable. We are already in conversations with two or three other pro coaches for our
October DE.

Last but not least, we added another new feature,
albeit much more lighthearted, was the addition of the
Niagara Region Pit Girls J! Bree and Megan, of Seneca Lodge Restaurant fame were on hand at hot staging to ensure participants had their event wristbands,
helmet straps buckled, doors closed securely, windows
down, etc. As it was very hot for both days, Bree and
Megan (in their official NRPCA attire) were also on
hand to hand out cold bottles of water as participants
found their way back to the garage and paddock area.
At the end of the first day, there were plenty of waters
and beer handed out, much to the delight of our participants. I heard rumors that some cars actually made
their way around the garage more than once!

We heard more than a few comments about how
Niagara has once again upped the bar for this DE.
The challenge for us is how we continue to offer our
participants a high fun factor along with good value for
their participation. Save for a few incidents, this event
couldn’t have gone better. As we gear up for our next
HPDE event, October can’t come soon enough!

See you at the track!!
Rich de Asis
Chief Instructor
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What Is It???
Are you ready for a new challenge? Over the course of the coming year in Flatout I will include a picture of a
Porsche part. Each month, if you think you know what the part is send me an e-mail with your guess. The person with the most correct answers will win a $100 gift certificate to Pelican Parts.

Each month at the bottom of the picture of the part will be a mini form. I am using the mini form to help me tabulate the answers. Fill out the mini form and copy and paste it into an e-mail and send it to me at
tomlyons911@yahoo.com.
I will collect the guesses and score them. At some point before the fall dinner I’ll tabulate the guesses and determine the winner. If there are multiple people with the same score the winner will be pulled from a hat and
announced at the fall dinner. The mini form will look like this.

Name:

e-mail:

Part ID:

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

(1 point)
So you think you have the rules down? Well then let’s begin.

SMALL PRINT WARNING!!!!!!!

Contest is for Niagara Region members only. Only one submission per member per month will be accepted.
Submissions will be accepted until the next month’s Flatout is available on-line. Void where prohibited, your
mileage may vary ;-)

Parts, descriptions and pictures provided by Joel Reiser and Jim Arendt
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What Is It???
August - What is it?

Copy and paste the mini form below with your answer and e-mail to:
tomlyons911@yahoo.com

Your Name:

_________________________

Your e-mail:

_________________________

What is it:

_________________________

(1 point)
Contest is for Niagara Region members only. Only one submission per member per month will be accepted.
Submissions will be accepted until the following month’s Flatout is available on-line. Void where prohibited,
your mileage may vary ;-)
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Technically Speaking!
Alignment or balance?
by Pedro P. Bonilla (GCR PCA)

―I get a shimmy at speed‖, or ―my car pulls to the left when cruising down the road‖ are two of the most common complaints regarding steering wheel feedback ...
... and the question generally following is: ―Should I have an alignment done, or do I need balancing?‖

I will attempt to oversimplify what otherwise are complex and very precise adjustments, very important for your Porsche to perform at its best.

Balance
The technical definition of balance is: the uniform distribution of mass about an axis of rotation, where the center of
gravity is in the same location as the center of rotation.

Because of manufacturing imperfections and/or additional requirements such as the tire’s valve stem, the tire pressure monitoring system, etc., when a tire is mounted on it’s wheel the combined weight distribution is not perfect. This
can be corrected by the addition of small weights strategically attached to the edge or underside of the wheel. Tire
balance actually encompasses balancing the tire and the wheel to which it is mounted on. Tire balancing is a necessity because an imbalance of mass will cause the wheel to wobble when the tire rotates, generating vertical or lateral
vibrations which may increase with speed and which can be felt through the steering wheel.
The best way to balance tires is by dynamic balance, where tires are mounted on a rotating axle which has sensors
capable of detecting small unbalanced forces on the axle. These sensors are connected to a computer which calculates the forces and taking into account the diameter and width of the tire, tells the operator how much counter weight
to add and exactly where to add it on the wheel to eliminate the imbalance.
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There are actually several types of imbalance that can occur:
Static Imbalance: The vertical movement resulting from light or heavy wear spots on a tire.
Dynamic Imbalance: Side-to-side movement resulting from unequal weigh on the sides of the tire and/or wheel.
Run-out Imbalance: Excessive movement generally due to improper bead seating of the tire on the wheel.
Vehicle Imbalance: Vibration due to vehicle components other than tire/wheel assembly, such as brake rotor,
wheel hubs and drive lines.
Static and dynamic imbalance can be corrected with a dynamic (spin) balancer. Run-out can be corrected by
properly re-mounting the tire and vehicle imbalance can be corrected by replacing or repairing the imbalanced component.

After some miles on a new set of tires, imbalance can occur due to the loss of a counterweight or by wear spots on
the tire. If you start to feel a slight vibration through the steering wheel, have your tires’ balance checked.

Alignment
The adjustment of the angles of the wheels so that they are set to the manufacturer’s specifications.

Alignment is much more complex than balancing since it involves primary and secondary wheel angles, which are
obtained by adjusting several suspension parts.
The three basic alignment parameters are: Toe, Camber and Caster, but an alignment goes well beyond just these
three since there are secondary angles that can be adjusted, such as SAI, Included Angle, Toe-On-Turns, Maximum Turns, Toe Curve, Track Width Difference, Wheel Base Difference, Frame Angle, Ride Height, etc.

Toe: is the symmetric angle that each wheel makes with the longitudinal angle of the vehicle. In other words, when
the steering wheel is straight, are the tires pointing in (toe in) or out (toe out)?
In a rear wheel drive car, such as a Porsche, increased front toe in provides for better straight line stability, but hampers turning response and increases tire wear.
So, for DE (high speed, straight-line stability) you need a different setting than for an AX where turning response is
favored over straight line stability.
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Camber: is the angle between the vertical axis of the wheels and the vertical axis of the car, when viewed from the
front or the rear. Generally Porsches have negative camber, especially on the rear wheels, which means that the
inner top edge of the wheels are closer than the inner bottom edge.
Generally, more negative camber improves grip when cornering but induces more tire wear on the inner edges of
the tires but, on the other hand for maximum straight line acceleration, the greatest traction will be attained with zero
camber angle.

Caster: is the angular variation from the vertical axis of the suspension. Think of the rake in a chopper’s front suspension.
Caster has more to do with the ability of the driven tires to self-center themselves (straight-line stability).
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Most of these adjustments interact with each other. Changing camber will affect toe, and changing ride height will
alters the geometry and requires additional modifications to bring back the alignment to spec.

All of our cars come from the factory precisely aligned, but alignment is not permanent.
Bumps, pot holes, curbs and general wear will affect the alignment settings which need to be brought back to spec
periodically.

With a proper alignment (as close to the factory specs as possible), you will be able to reduce excessive tire wear,
have good cornering traction, and maintain high speed stability in your Porsche.

For additional information on tire balancing and wheel alignment, please visit our website at:
www.PedrosGarage.com.
Happy Poresche’ing,
Pedro

Hey Niagara Region,
Pedro is looking for topics to write about and asked me for
help. He needs topics that can be applied across the Porsche line not specific models. Topics like brakes and oil,
which we already covered, are excellent choices. Do you
have a topic you’d like to know more about?
If you do have a topic send me an e-mail at:
tomlyons911@yahoo.com and I’ll get your request to Pedro.
Lets help Pedro help us.
Tom Lyons
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Niagara Region Porsche Club of America

2011 Driver’s Education at
Watkins Glen International
Fall Event: October 10 & 11
th

th

2 full days of track time each event
Qualified instructors for all run groups
Additional classroom training
$325 fee per event

Go to www.niagarapca.org to register on line!
Registration is open for October event
$325 Registration fee for primary driver each event
$200 Registration fee for second driver of same car (note: second driver must be in a different run group than the primary driver)
Instructors drive free
$25 Garage space
This DE will feature “Advanced Passing Protocols” for all Run Groups
Early registration is suggested
Car technical inspection MUST be done prior to the event (tech forms available on www.niagarapca.org)
Snell 2000 or higher helmet required
Roll bars required in Cabriolets
All makes of cars welcome (no SUV’s)
Acceptance e-mails will be sent about 6 weeks before the event
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REGISTRATION FORM
Porsche Corral --- Vintage Grand Prix at Watkins Glen

September 9-11, 2011
(hosted by Niagara Region PCA)

NAME

________________________________________________

ADDRESS ________________________________________________
________________________________________________
EMAIL

________________________________________________

PHONE (day) ___________________(evening)____ ______________
PCA REGION (if applicable) ___________________________________

# OF TICKETS ________ X $75 = ____________ (total enclosed)
Tickets will be mailed to you approximately 3 weeks prior to the event.
(Please note that tickets are not refundable, but are transferable.)

Mail check (payable to NIAGARA PCA) and this completed form to:
T. Kubiak
PO Box 660
Victor, NY 14564-0660
Registration deadline is August 31, 2011.
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AutoLinc Sports & Classics
Quality Cars, Quality Work, Full Disclosure, No Surprises
6375 Furnace Rd. #150, Ontario, NY
585-746-1848 - Web site -

AutoLinc.US

Service – Randy Ames & Tom Abbott
Randy has 35 years experience working on all makes and years of European cars, and owned Phoenix
Imports in East Rochester for 15 years. He spent 3 years traveling with a BMW team as a race mechanic.
Tom has been a “Jack of all trades”, an experienced machinist, NASCAR Sprint Car mechanic, and has
worked with me for several years doing major work on everything from an E-Type Jag to a Lancia Fulvia.
Restoration – Justin Raymer
A young guy with years of experience building show quality cars. He has restored several Shelby Mustangs which have won significant shows and were featured in enthusiast magazines. He restored my EType and is currently doing a ’58 Alfa Giulietta, a ’63 Jag Mk2, a ’67-427SS Impala, and a ’68 Mustang
California Special.
Sales, Owner and Manager – George Leopard
I’m a life-long car nut (see CarNutzTales on our website) and am trying to emulate the small sports car
operations I enjoyed working with in my earlier days. I try to buy low mileage, well kept cars suffering
from inadequate use, and return them to excellent condition for the enjoyment and investment of educated enthusiasts.
Spring Special Maintenance Discount – Call now to have your car ready for Spring at substantially discounted
prices – Pick-up & Return by enclosed trailer is available.
Check our web site – AutoLinc.US – for cars for sale and a current list of used parts available. We are always
interested in buying good cars in need of some clean-up/ fix-up and adoption by a new owner.
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Porsche

Picture Page

Goodbye to the old

Hello to the new
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August Puzzle
Can you find the words below

Drive it like you stole it !!

NEWSLETTER
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OF THE NIAGARA REGION
CLUB OF AMERICA

PORSCHE

www.niagarapca.org

Please support the businesses that
support us:



John Holtz Porsche



Northtown Porsche

So, if you gonna
dream,Autoworks
dream
 Eksten
big.
Advertising Rates for FLATOUT

Single Issue

Full Year

Full page—$125

Full page—$350

1/2 Page—$100

1/2 Page—$275

1/4 Page—$80

1/4 Page—$225

1/8 Page—$65

1/8 Page—$175
Business Card—$115

To place an ad please contact Sue Juby at:
Tel#:
Address:

(585) 321-0304
95 Alton Way
W Henrietta, NY 14586

e-mail:

sreesen@rochester.rr.com



Seneca Lodge

T-Shirt
Express
Bill Schickerfound
a seat
in a
GT.



Niagara Hobby



Smart Parts



AutolLnc Sports & Classics

Look at that smile. Jane must
Bernstein
have had to pry him
out ofGlobal
there Wealth Manwith a crow bar. agement

